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The Groundworks team Kai,
Charlie, Jack and Michael have

made huge progress in
transforming the outside area
from a desolate wind swept
yard into a tranquil, peaceful

setting.

Fruit trees have been planted
and the garden area is being
renovated for cultivation.

The next activity was a speed-
dating event. This event

included representatives from a
variety of employers and local
businesses. Here the students
were given the opportunity to
speak to the representatives
about not only their own

personal career path but how
our students could end up

working for the employer they
were speaking to. This event
also included the employer

sharing vital information about
what an employer looks for in
an applicant not only on job

application forms but also in an
interview.

Futures week also spilled over
into the classroom with some
academic lessons including
working on personal CV's and
looking at different routes that

may be available to our
students when they need to
make decisions about their

future.

The final event was a careers
event where local colleges and
training providers came in to

speak to our students about the
opportunities that are available

to them if they choose to
continue with a route into

higher education.

Written by Careers Leader:
Mrs Proudlock

Hartlepool Pupil Referral Unit
held its first futures week earlier
this month. Futures week was
held in the PRU over two

weeks starting on February 4th
to coincide with National
Apprenticeship Week.

On the 4th of February, Jo
Thompson from The Tees

Valley schools network came to
speak to our students about

traineeships and
apprenticeships. She gave the

students an insight into
possible apprenticeships and

routes into different
apprenticeships, providing them
with invaluable information.

The second week of Futures
week started with Eric from St
Johns Ambulance. He delivered

a basic First Aid course
gaining our students a

recognised qualification. The
students can add this

qualification to their C.V or
future college application forms.

Students learning CPR

Careers event

Planting Fruit Trees

Building our own planters

Changing Places

Changing Lives

The greenhouse has been
cleared of rubbish and is in the
process of being upgraded to
become a working area for the
growing of indoor fruit and veg.

Planters have been
constructed, the gazebo and
bench painted and the walls
whitewashed. A grant from

MKM has allowed the purchase
of bedding plants and spring
bulbs. As the seasons change
we are well placed to enjoy the
benefits of the boys hard work.



What do you enjoy about
working at the PRU?
I love working in the school and
in education. It’s very fast paced
and I like to be busy. The pupils
and staff are lovely and we all
get on so well which I feel is
important as it results in a
positive work environment.

What did you want to be when
you were growing up?
I always wanted to be a Nurse,
however, I can’t stand blood or
anything gory so that definitely
wouldn’t have been a good
move!!
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In this issue's Teacher
Feature we interviewed our
School Business Manager,
Miss Hargin.

Did you enjoy school?
I did enjoy school but I also
couldn't wait to work and get a
job!!

Did you go to university?
I didn't go to university when I
was younger as I worked full
time but I am currently studying
and due to finish my
Foundation Degree in Business
(better late than never)!

What made you want to
become a School Business
Manager?
Following on from studying
Business, I felt the job was
ideal to progress in my career.

If you could go back in time
would you change career?
Not now, I was always unsure
of what I wanted to do but I
now feel I have made the right
decision.

Questions compiled by Sadie C and
Shannon S-D
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Teacher Feature

PLEASE COME ALONG
AND SUPPORT OUR

EASTER FAIR.
ALL CRAFTS WILL BE
MADE BY OUR VERY
TALENTED STUDENTS.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR
DONATIONS FOR
TOMBOLA/RAFFLE

PRIZES. IF YOU HAVE
ANY UNWANTED
GIFTS/BOTTLES/

EASTER EGGS PLEASE
SEND THEM IN TO
SCHOOL BY FRIDAY

27TH MARCH.

WE APPRECIATE YOUR
SUPPORT!!

We will be taking part in a number of
sports activities throughout the week
of 9th-13th March. A small donation
to support the cause would be greatly

appreciated!!

We are aware that a number of our students are

concerned around the spread of Coronavirus and

rumours circulating that students from other schools

across the town have been infected.

We would like to reassure our students and parents

that information is constantly shared between local

schools and Public Health England.

Northern Education Trust issued the following

statement:

“We are pleased to say that the member of staff who

was tested for coronavirus has returned a negative

result.

We can also confirm that the student who was tested

for coronavirus has had a negative result and is

expected to be back in school on Monday.”

“We are continuing to monitor and follow the Public

Health advice to ensure the wellbeing of all our

students and staff.”

At the time of publication there are no confirmed

cases of Coronavirus across Hartlepool schools.

We are not aware of any staff or students from

Hartlepool Pupil Referral Unit who have visited high

risk areas.

We will continue to keep you updated with any

developments that may affect our students.



PRIDE OF PRU
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In November 2019, Hartlepool PRU and
Home and Hospital were subjected to an
Ofsted inspection for two days. We were
delighted to receive the judgement that we
continue to be a good school.

From the minute I was appointed as
Headteacher, I have always been very
proud of my students and staff; the
relationships that exist between both,
makes this provision very special. I was
very pleased that this was recongised by
the experienced inspection team who
talked about the following, in their report:

Since the appointment of the new
Headteacher in September, pupils say
there has been a huge change in culture
and atmosphere. Staff agree. The school
is now a calm and friendly environment.
Pupils are happy, safe and able to learn.

Staff know the pupils well. Pupils respond
to the positive relationships built by staff.
Staff have worked hard this academic
year to change the way they react and
respond to pupils. This helps pupils to be
more in control of their anger and
emotions. Leaders’ analysis shows that
pupils’ behaviour has improved
significantly.

Staff ensure that day-to-day routines,
rewards and sanctions for negative
behaviours are clear. Pupils say they are
not worried about bullying because other
pupils are not ‘allowed to get away with it’.
Classes are small and pupils feel they
build strong friendships.

Teachers have high aspirations for pupils
and their next steps in life. By the time a
pupil leaves the school, they have
secured a college or apprenticeship
place.
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What have we done this term to make us feel proud?

All pupils who attend Hartlepool Pupil
Referral Unit are taught a range of
subjects. In some subjects, such as
English and science, the information that
the pupils need to learn is well structured.
This helps pupils to fill gaps in their
knowledge and to build on their skills. In
other subjects, the approach to organising
what pupils learn is not as clear.

Pupils who attend school behave well.
Any behaviour issues in the classroom
are dealt with quickly and with humour.
Staff say they are trained to meet the
needs of pupils earlier, before behaviour
becomes a barrier to learning.
Relationships between staff and pupils
are strong. Pupils respect the teachers as
they ‘talk to us fairly, like adults’. Staff
know the pupils well and this supports the
pupils to learn because they want to be in
school.

Pupils have lots of opportunities to
develop their personal and social skills.
Pupils spoke confidently about how they
are taught to keep themselves safe by
discussing topics such as drug misuse,
smoking cessation and healthy eating.
They access a wide range of sporting
activities, both through the rewards
programme and playing in a football
league with other schools.

Careers education and positive progress
for post-16 is a focus for leaders. Careers
leaders provide pupils with a clear
understanding of what they can achieve
after school. This work is supported by
strong links with a local college. Leaders
ensure that pupils receive helpful advice
about their next steps. As a result, pupils
are well prepared to leave school after
Year 11.

The new Headteacher and governors are
committed to the school and its pupils. They
have a clear vision for the future of the
school and understand what is still to do.
Governors have a secure understanding of
the school’s strengths and weaknesses.
They challenge and support leaders about
the progress being made. The Headteacher
has introduced a new middle leadership
programme to develop various areas of the
school, such as teaching and learning. Staff
appointed to these roles are at the beginning
of their development. The roles add strength
to leadership and leaders believe this has
been vital in securing the rapid improvement
that has been shown since September.

I was incredibly happy and proud that the
Students were praised so highly by the
inspection team. Our students conduct
themselves superbly on a daily basis and
bring real credit to their school and their
families. This positive inspection was a real
team effort and the teamwork between
school and parents is having such a positive
impact in improving the life chances of our
students.

Thank you for your continued support.
Best wishes,
Mr. M. Gordon
Headteacher
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Intermittent explosive disorder also
known as IED is an impulse-control
disorder where people have sudden

episodes of unwarranted anger. People
with IED do not need a reason to lash
out into a violent episode, they have

been known to describe feeling like they
have a loss of control of their emotions
and being overcome with anger. They
may threaten to or actually attack
objects, animals and/or people.

People usually start to show symptoms
of intermittent explosive disorder in their
early teens, however a person can only
be diagnosed after they have displayed

at least 3 episodes of impulsive
aggressiveness. After an episode a
person may be relieved to get their

aggression out, however after the relief
has worn off they feel remorse for their
actions or even embarrassed. IED is
extremely disruptive to both the person

and the people around them.

Intermittent explosive disorder affects
7.3% of adults at some point in their
lifetime. 67.8% have engaged in direct
aggression against another person(s),
20.9% have threatened aggression
against another person(s) and 11.4%
have engaged in direct aggression

against objects.

While IED can be extremely disruptive to
an individual’s life, as well as to the lives
of those around him or her it can be
managed through proper treatment,
through education about anger

management, and possibly through the
use of medication. Written by Hannah B
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Mental Health - Unravelled
Helping you to understand a different issue in every issue!!!

The symptoms of IED are split into 4
categories; behavioural symptoms,

physical symptoms, cognitive symptoms
and psychosocial symptoms. Some
behavioural symptoms may include
physical aggressiveness, verbal
aggressiveness, angry outbursts,

physically attacking people and/or objects,
damaging property and road rage. Some

physical symptoms may include
headaches, muscle tension, chest

tightness, palpitations, tingling, feeling of
pressure in the head and tremors. Some
cognitive symptoms include low frustration
tolerance, feeling a loss of control over

one’s thoughts and racing thoughts. Some
psychosocial symptoms are feelings of
rage, uncontrollable irritability and brief

periods of emotional detachment.

The effects of having IED can include
impaired interpersonal relationships,

domestic or child abuse, legal problems,
incarceration, drug or alcohol problems,
trouble at work/home/school, low self-
esteem/self-loathing, self harm and

suicidal thoughts/behaviours.

There are many things that can increase
your risk of getting IED these are being
male, exposure to violence at an early

age, exposure to explosive behaviours at
home (e.g. angry outbursts from parents or
siblings), having experienced physical
trauma, having experienced emotional
trauma, having a history of substance
abuse and certain medical conditions.

There are some other disorders that co-
occur with intermittent explosive disorder
these are attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD), conduct disorder,
oppositional defiant disorder (ODD),
bipolar disorder, anxiety disorder,

depressive disorders and post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD).

It is not clear what causes IED however
there are theories some people think it is
genetic and is passed down from parent to
children this however has not been proven.

Others think that its physical this is because
research has suggested that IED may occur
as a result of an abnormality in a certain
area of the brain. It is believed to have

something to do with Serotonin which works
to send chemical messages throughout the
brain. People believe it may be composed

differently in people with IED.

The final theory is that it is environmental. It
is believed that people who grow up in

houses where they are subjected to harsh
punishments are more likely to develop IED.
The belief is that these children will follow in

their parents footsteps and act out
aggressively. Another theory is that children

who have suffered harsh physical
punishment will get a sense of redemption
by inflicting the pain that they endured onto

others.

The treatment for IED is psychotherapy,
individual or group therapy sessions with the
core focus on building skills that can be

helpful. CBT may also help people to identify
what situations and behaviours may trigger
a negative response from them. It may also
help them to learn how to manage anger
and how to control their response to any

triggers that they may come across. Another
alternative treatment is medication. There
are different medications that may help

someone with IED these may include certain
antidepressants, antianxiety drugs,

antipsychotic drugs and mood stabilisers.
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Where to get help

*Provides free, 24/7 crisis support across
the UK if you are experiencing a mental

health crisis.
*If you need urgent help text YM to 85258.

*All texts are answered by trained
volunteers with support from experienced

clinical supervisors.
* Texts are free from EE, O2, Vodafone, 3,
Virgin Mobile, BT Mobile, GIffGaff, Tesco

Mobile and Telecom Plus.

www.samaritans.org
* If you're in distress and need support,
you can ring Samaritans for free any time

of the day or night.
* FREEPHONE 116 123 (24 Hours)

www.childline.org.uk
* If you're under 19 you can confidentially

call, email, or chat online about any
problem big or small.

FREEPHONE 24h Helpline - 08001111
* Chat 1:1 with an online advisor

www.themix.org.uk
*If you're under 25 you can talk to The Mix
for free on the phone, by email or on their
webchat. You can also use their phone
counselling service, or get information on

support services you might need.
FREEPHONE 0808 808 4994 (13:00

- 23:00 daily)

www.kooth.com
*Provides free, safe and anonymous online

support for young people.
Monday – Friday 12pm – 10pm
Saturday – Sunday 6pm – 10pm

A PANIC ATTACK is the abrupt onset
of intense fear or discomfort that reaches
a peak within minutes and includes at
least four of the following symptoms:
Palpitations, pounding heart, or
accelerated heart rate, sweating,

trembling or shaking.

How to stop a panic attack

Whether you are the person having a
panic attack or someone coming to their
aide, it’s hard to know what to do at this

very distressing moment.

Rules for dealing with someone

having a panic attack

. Remain calm (obvious but in a
distressing situation it’s hard not to get

caught up in the moment).
. Make sure the person has enough room

around them and a quiet space
. Remind yourself and the individual that

panic attacks always end
. Help them control their breathing
. Don’t ask too many questions (the

person is in no state to answer any) and
don’t validate negative comments the

individual makes.
. Never tell someone to calm down( it’s
just a really unhelpful thing to say)

Rules for when you are having

a panic attack

• Breathe in as slowly, deeply and
gently as you can, through your nose

• Breathe out slowly, deeply and gently
through your mouth

• Some people find it helpful to count
steadily from one to five on each in-breath

and each out-breath
• Close your eyes and focus on your

breathing

There are many different methods this is
the one the NHS recommends but you
may find one better suited to your needs.

Look out for next month's FYI for
techniques to prevent a panic attack.
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anxiety: Don't Panic!!!

Part 1

Written by Lucy B

www.hartlepoolpru.co.uk

We've got your

back!!!!!
We reported in our September issue
that the government would be taking
action to tackle the issue of period

poverty experienced by young people
in England.

As of Monday 20th January 2020, the
Department for Education are funding
the supply of tampons, sanitary pads
and menstrual cups for all primary and

secondary schools.

This initiative comes after a
recent survey found that 42% of 14- to
21-year-olds in the UK said they had

used makeshift sanitary protection, with
some saying they had used socks,
other fabric or paper as emergency

replacements.

Rosamund McNeil, the Assistant
General Secretary of the National
Education Union, said more than

137,000 pupils missed school in 2018
because of their period. “No girl in the
UK should miss out on education
because they can’t afford these
essential products,” McNeil said.

It is hoped that free products in schools
will ensure that every child can learn
and be their very best, without periods

holding them back.

Free period products are available to
all who need them at Hartlepool

PRU. #endperiodpoverty

Please ask Mrs Millington, Mrs
Leighton, Mrs Proudlock or Mrs
Shadforth for the red box if you

need anything.



Snapshot
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Through the looking glass of our learning

Friedmann's poem gives a harrowing
insight into his experiences in the
concentration camp and the fact he
never saw another butterfly, however,
the butterfly - with its story of rebirth and
transformation into new life - has now
become a symbol of freedom from
oppression, intolerance and hatred.

Our students wanted to use colour and
text to represent hope for a brighter
future and to celebrate that like humans,
no two butterflies are ever the same and
that we should stand together to
embrace our differences.

You can see our butterflies on display at
Hartlepool Art Gallery. Opening times
Tuesday-Saturday 10am - 5pm.

To commemorate Holocaust
Memorial Day on January 27th 2020
we pledged to 'stand together' with
Hartlepool Borough Council's Youth
Service and many local schools and
community groups.

Together we created a display for
Hartlepool Art Gallery that celebrates
difference and aims to prevent hate
crimes and bullying.

The display was inspired by Pavel
Friedmann’s poem, The Butterfly. This
poem was written by Friedmann at
Theresienstadt concentration camp on
4 June 1942 when he was just 21 years
old. On September 29, 1944 he was
deported to Auschwitz where he died.
His poem was discovered after the
liberation of Auschwitz.
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Model of Auschwitz made by Sheridan W,
Charlie C, Tyler B, Michael S & Martyn L

In this issue we give you a snapshot of the
work we have been doing in Project Based
Learning.

In the last half term our project based learning
has focused on the inqury question - 'Are we
really free to choose?' Students explored the
value of freedom and how this can be easily
compromised by extremism and hate.

We have studied the rise to power of Hitler and
how he gained control of Germany through
creating a culture of fear, nationalism and the
use of propaganda.

Students were able to make comparisons with
modern day examples of extremism and hate
crimes.

A selection of our decorated butterflies

Holocaust Memorial display at
Hartlepool Art Gallery

The Butterfly by Pavel Friedmann
4/6/1942

Map of extermination camps by Tyler B



Poppers' Pop Quiz

4.Would you rather be a rose
between two thorns or a thorn

between two roses?

5.Would you rather get a lot of
Valentines from secret admirers
or one from someone special?

6.Would you rather get to write
the script for a Valentine's

episode of your favourite show
or get to star in the Valentine's
episode of your favourite show?

7.Would you rather eat only red
foods or only white foods on

Valentine's Day?

Q6 - In which country did Romeo
and Juliet live?

Q7 – True or False
In South Korea the 14th of every
month is a romantic celebration?

Q8- Which famous landmark in
New York illuminates a red heart
on the side of the building each
St Valentine's Day?

Q9 – What does the word
Valentine actually mean?
a) Admire
b) Love
c) Sweetheart

Q10 – This actor was born on
Valentine's Day. Who is he?

FYI

Q1 - Where do you wear your
heart if you are quick to show
your feelings?

Q2 - Who was the Greek
goddess of love?
a) Aphrodite
b) Athena
c) Artemis

Q3 – Name the leader of the
Chicago gangsters responsible
for the St Valentine's Day
Massacre in 1929?

Q4 - Which monarch officially
declared Valentine's day as a
holiday?
a) Elizabeth II
b) Henry VIII
c) Charles I

Q5 – Who produced the first
heart shaped box of chocolates
to celebrate the occasion?
a) Richard Cadbury
b) Franklin Clarence Mars
c) Joseph William Thornton

Written by Michael P

Written by Michael P

Four boys each sent a Valentine's Day card to a different girl.

Timothy did not send a card to Jocelyn
Dominic sent a card to either Arianna or Isabel

Arianna did not receive a card from Sebastian or Xavier
Neither Sebastian nor Xavier sent a card to Marissa

Xavier would never send a card to Jocelyn

Pair up the boys and girls!

Compiled by Miss Nevison

Would you rather is a great
way to start up a fun or

interesting conversation with
a first date or the one you

love.

1. Would you rather have bright
red skin or have you heart beat
loud enough for everyone in the

room to hear?

2.Would you get a Valentine's
kiss from a big slobbery dog or

a camel?

3.Would you rather receive
hand written Valentines or

email Valentines?

Answers on back page
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Answers on back page

VaLENTINE'S PUZZLE

Head over to Facebook and like our page:-
HARTLEPOOL PUPIL REFERRAL UNIT

Keep up to date with the latest news and events, get an insight
into the activities that students at Hartlepool Pupil Referral Unit

are involved in and support us as a school :-)

I have a heart that never beats, I have a home but I never sleep.
I can take a man's house and build anothers and I love to play

games with my many brothers.
I am a King among fools.

Who am I?
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A Question of Sport

PRU Football

Answers

1. At which football ground did
Eric Cantona attack a fan?

2. Which title did Sebastian Coe
defend at the 1984 Olympics?

3. Why was Ronnie O'Sullivan
disqualified from the Irish
Masters in 1998?

4. Which F1 driver won the world
championship in 1988, 1990 &
1991?

5. Who won the open in golf in
1987, 1990 & 1992?

Compiled by Mr Ainley

The Hartlepool PRU Athletic team once again tasted victory
over a resilient Darlington Rise Carr team running out 11-3

winners. The chemistry building between the team is obvious to
see with some fluid attacking football causing Rise Carr

difficulties throughout the game.

Liam Doran and Brynn Fothergill were immense in attack, while
Michael Poppelwell and Jack Brewer were as solid as Van Dijk

and Gomez at the back.

Callum Cockerill was superb in goal once again after his heroics
in the last tournament. Bradley Conniff and Jack Robinson
deserve special mentions for their efforts on the wings. The
squad are looking in good shape for the upcoming Alternative
Provision Football League beginning in March. Good luck lads!

Valentine'sQuiz
Q1-Yourheart
Q2-a)Aphrodite
Q3-AlCapone
Q4-b)HenryVIII
Q5-a)RichardCadbury
Q6-Italy
Q7-True
Q8-EmpireStateBuilding
Q9-c)Sweetheart
Q10-SimonPegg

Bringing you the latest sports news and results
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SPORTS FIXTURES
Hartlepool PRU Athletic are
proud to have been invited to
take part in the Alternative
Education Football League
hosted by one of our alternative
provision partners, Evolve
Sports Academy.
Our lads are looking forward

to testing themselves against
some of the strongest
Alternative Provision teams in
the North East. #Howaylads

1. Greece
2. 50 metres
3. Black
4. Tennis
5. 6

AQuestionofSport
Q1-SelhurstPark
Q2.1500m
Q3.FailingDrugstest
Q4.AyrtonSenna
Q5.NickFaldo
Q6.4
Q7.SueBarker
Q8.MohammedAli
Q9.Tennis
Q10.BobbyStokes

Valentine'sPuzzle
Arianna-Dominic
Jocelyn-Sebastian
Marissa-Timothy
Isabel-Xavier

KingofHeartsina
deckofcards

6. How many medals did Jesse
Owens win in 1936?

7. Which UK Tennis player won the
1976 French Open?

8. Who beat Leon Spinks in 1978
to win WBA World championship?

9. Which sport was reintroduced to
the Seoul Olympics after an
absence of 64 years?

10. Who scored Southampton's FA
Cup Final Winner In The
Seventies?

no matter how big or small

your business is, you can help by

sponsoring Hartlepool PRU'S

FOOTBALL TEAM.

what's in it for you????

logos on our football shirts,

advertisement in our school

newspaper and ON our social

media platforms.

INTERESTED?????

CONTACT MISS HARGIN ON 01429 264950

BE PART OF OUR JOURNEY,

COULD YOU HELP HARTLEPOOL PRU

ATHLETIC?


